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When Luoyao heard the sound, her face turned pale. 

 

He knew the Cui family would find it, but he didn't expect it to be so fast! 

 

The Cui family in danxu town is generally not a force, not because the Cui family is weak, but because 

the Cui family did not care about other families in danxu town from the beginning! 

 

Because it's not a level at all! 

 

If ye Chen didn't appear in danxu tower and injured Cui's family, the strength of Cui family would be 

stronger! 

 

It is also because of Ye Chen's business, Cui family's current home master is angry! 

 

Any matter, as long as who dares to touch the mold, will surely die! 

 

Luo Yao looked along the voice. When she saw the crowd, her expression became more and more 

frightened. 

 

Although ye Shitian is very strong, but in the face of so many Cui family people, he may not be able to 

retreat completely! 

 

In the distance, more than 20 people flew in. The first one was Nanming Zhenren. The rest were Cui 

family's eight Dharma protectors and one of the two heavenly kings. 

 



Nanming immortal almost floated along, waving the Buddha dust and angrily said, "I really think 

everyone in Cui's family can be provoked? A few days ago, ye Chen came to kill the young master and 

deceived people too much. Today, someone dares to kill my Cui family's disciples! " 

 

"Today, this man must die!" 

 

"Otherwise, how can my Cui family face?" 

 

The Cui family, too. 

 

A month ago, ye Chen arrived and killed the young master and many disciples of the Cui family. Even the 

four generals of the Cui family fell into Ye Chen's hands! 

 

Finally, ye Chen ran away. The reputation of the Cui family plummeted, and the whole family fell into a 

frenzy. Whoever dares to beat the Cui family's children, the whole Cui family will rush forward. Even if 

Xingtian danzun looks at the face of the Cui family, he doesn't kill Cui Yong! 

 

But today, another man came and killed Cui Yong! 

 

This matter, absolutely can't bear! 

 

Immediately, the head of the Cui family mobilized the Nanming immortal to kill them together with 16 

envoys, eight Dharma protectors and two heavenly kings. 

 

Although the Cui family is a family of refining pills, all kinds of positions are well placed. Thirty six 

emissaries, sixteen Dharma protectors, four heavenly kings and so on, composed of the younger 

generation, the middle-aged generation and the older generation, are very powerful names. 

 

In Cui's family, only those who are strong in the middle period of Daoyuan state can serve as emissaries! 

 

Protecting the Dharma needs to be higher, and it often needs the later stage of Daoyuan state to take 

up the post. 



 

As for the position of the four heavenly kings, they are the four strong men who are almost going to 

enter the realm of emperor's respect. In this danxu Town, which mainly focuses on alchemy, the lineup 

is not bad. 

 

The four generals of Cui's family, who pursued Ye Chen before, were personally made by the 

contemporary family, and were held by daoyuanjing's confidant. 

 

Nanming immortal wields the Buddha dust, and in a moment, countless strands of hair soar into the sky. 

Each hair turns into a raging flame, and emits a light as hot as the sun. People dare not look at it directly. 

The people around him are shocked by its power! 

 

He held up the Buddha's dust and set off the flames all over the sky, as if covering the sky! 

 

Today, it must be with such prestige! 

 

Kill those who dare to challenge the Cui family! 

 

Otherwise, in the future, no one will see the Cui family in their eyes! 

 

"Bold thief, don't kneel down when you see me!" 

 

"Do you want me to burn your spirit to pieces and your body to pieces?" The real man of Nanming is full 

of momentum, and his dark eyes show his murderous spirit. He says in his heart: it's better to let this 

boy surrender himself! 

 

However, I will torture him again! 

 

This can tell outsiders, dare to offend my Cui family, even if kneel down to surrender, still be executed! 

 

"Mr. Ye!" Luo Yao was so surprised that she grabbed Ye Chen's arm. "Mr. Ye, let's run! This is one of the 

four elder guests of the Cui family, Nanming immortal! " 



 

"He was a powerful existence in the early days of emperor Zun!" 

 

"It's said that we have lived for thousands of years. Let's go quickly. I have contacted the family 

members. On the way, my family will send experts to rescue us!" 

 

"Don't be afraid, I'm here!" Ye Chen gently patted Luoyao's delicate white hand with his left hand, 

glanced at the Cui family in front of him, and said with a smile, "these wastes are not worth 

mentioning." 

 

Suddenly, he took out the sword and asked him nothing. 

 

He clenched his fist with a strong thunder snake in his right arm. The sound of his knuckles resounded 

from the sky, and his blood swept away like a sea wave. His voice was extremely powerful and 

powerful? What's the deal 

 

"Nanming real man?" 

 

"Taoist priest, get me a punch 

 

Ye Chen goes up against the sky and blows out a heavy fist. The fist strength is ninety-nine layers. The 

power is astonishing. At the same time, it causes countless thunder clouds. The thunder and lightning 

that have been trained in all directions are chopped down to communicate the fist power. The power 

can be released ten times at most! 

 

Nanming real man? 

 

On the first floor of emperor Zun? 

 

Do you dare to be arrogant with such trivial accomplishments? 

 

Today, I'll kill you with one punch. I'll see if you're still crazy! 



 

The power of fury broke the power of Nanming immortal in an instant!"Hoo!" 

 

"How can it be, so strong!" 

 

Nanming immortal immediately widened his eyes. He waved the Buddha's dust quickly, pulled the flame 

down from the sky and blocked it in front of him. At the same time, his other hand quickly pinched the 

formula and yelled: "the destiny is long, my road is prosperous, the fire of fire, kill all demons and 

monsters!" 

 

Say, his hand out of thin air, a fire snake fly out of thin air, intertwined with each other! 

 

Many colors of fire hit the flame, instantly increasing the thickness of the flame from one meter to ten 

meters wide, and its power increased by two times! 

 

Just in the air, the thunder fist force impacts the flame barrier, and bursts out the bright brilliance! 

 

Bang bang!! 

 

A wave of aftershock to open, the surrounding buildings were shaken to crack, there are more tofu 

dregs of the building directly dumped. 

 

On the side of the street, passers-by suddenly scattered, and from time to time called out: "the gods 

fight!" 

 

"The gods are fighting. Run!" 

 

"Gods fight..." 

 

Gods fight, mortals suffer! 

 



Maybe that's the case. 

 

An emperor is a man of great power! 

 

Two people collide in a piece, enough to fall apart! 

 

A few young people, who were hiding fast, gazed at Ye Chen, who was like the God of war, and envied 

him: "who is that young brother? The fighting power is so strong that you can fight with elder Cui 

jiakeqing like this! " 

 

"You don't know that!" 

 

"This is the real evil spirit ye Shitian!" 

 

On the edge, a man said: "I heard that ye Shitian has gone to the blood spirit secret place. Now he 

comes out with great strength. I'm afraid it won't take long for the old people to suppress him!" 

 

He pointed to Huang zhantian and others and said, "didn't you see it?" 

 

"Those four powerful and peerless talents are all under Ye Shitian. They respect ye Shitian extremely!" 
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"The breath of the four people seems extremely terrible. It's hard to imagine how powerful ye Shitian is 

 

"We are determined not to provoke such a terror!" 

 

Ye Shitian is so powerful, but he is not the top ten talents of Kunlun! 

 



However, the name of Kunlun's ten great talents is not enough to accommodate his divine power! 

 

However, his four peerless talents could all fight for the reputation of Kunlun's hundred talents! 

 

Boom!!! 

 

Ye Chen's fist power seems to have endless power, and is violently attacking the flame barrier aroused 

by the real man of Nanming! 

 

This person's strength is gradually blocked by the fire, but Nanming's power is transferred! 

 

But, no way! 

 

Before ye Shitian, he just killed Xiang Yingjie of the Xiang family! 

 

How can he have a strong fighting power now? This growth speed is too terrible. It is almost as good as 

ye Chen's little bastard! 

 

"Old Taoist!" 

 

"Are there any last words?" 

 

"If not, I'll see you on the road!" Ye Chen's voice is flat, dignified and not to be offended! 

 

He's only one punch! 

 

A punch! 

 

With one blow, Nanming Zhenren can't fight back, but can only resist it! 



 

It is so powerful and powerful that it can be regarded as invincible in the same generation! 

 

"Ye Shitian, you bastard 

 

"You can't kill me, or the Cui family won't let you go!" 

 

When Nanming Zhenren finished this sentence, he gathered his whole body strength and even began to 

burn the spirit. The power of Ye Shitian's fist was too hard for him to resist! He even called out: "two 

heavenly kings, eight Dharma protectors, save me!" 

 

"Ye Shitian, stop it!" 

 

"Ye Shitian, you bastard, stop it!" 

 

Two Cui family heavenly kings, immediately sacrifice their own weapons, play unique skills, a round of 

sword, a round of sledgehammer, leap to! 

 

A round of sword, blooming eternal luster, hook countless air waves, burst out thousands of sword Qi, 

like a meteor shower! 

 

A round of sledgehammer, release the destruction of Qi, as if to hammer to break the sky, shake the 

earth, furious to the extreme! 

 

Two weapons, two tricks! 

 

They are all the world-class attacks that can be sent out by Emperor Zunjing, which is not weaker than 

Nanming real people! 

 

The two Cui family heavenly kings are also extremely terror strong, Cui family can stand for so many 

years, mainly depends on them! 



 

"Bad!" 

 

"Can Mr. ye be unstoppable?" 

 

"You four, would you like to help Mr. Ye?" 

 

Luo Yao panicked and said to Huang zhantian, "three outstanding experts of Cui family, don't you help 

Mr. Ye?" 

 

Huang zhantian is scornful smile, said: "three rubbish just, still peerless expert?" 

 

"Miss law, do you think our master can't stop them?" 

 

He said secretly in his heart: when will emperor Zun's realm become a peerless master? 

 

What is the name of the high-level emperor of the blood spirit clan? 

 

Is it ever stronger? 

 

My master doesn't even look at the strong people like this. He says that he will chop. What's more, he 

just stepped into the emperor's realm just a step away! 

 

What did they count? How could they stop my master! 

 

Hearing this, Luo Yao was shocked. She looked at Ye Chen in the air and said, "Mr. Ye, so powerful?" 

 

And now in the battle circle! 

 



Ye Chen is peering at the world, unparalleled in the world, heroic and magnificent, and the road luster is 

falling behind him! 

 

"Do you think you are strong? I don't need weapons. I can still kill you with my bare hands 

 

Looking at a sword and a hammer, he suddenly blows out his right fist. His fist is as fierce as the waves 

of the river and sea. However, he is extremely violent. He takes the opportunity to destroy everything 

and destroy everything! 

 

Boom!!! 

 

One blow broke a thousand sword spirit, and even more, it broke the long sword into two sections! 

 

The power of this fist is still dissipated. It flies straight across the array. When it collides with that round 

of sledgehammer, it shows a bright luster. It shakes up and down the sky, and the afterwave sweeps 

out, cutting off dozens of buildings around! 

 

Boom!!! 

 

This round of sledgehammer suddenly burst out, countless pieces like rain curtain, scattered on the 

earth! 

 

The strongest attack from two strong men! It's hard for ye Chen to smash one punch after another! 

 

Poof! 

 

Poof!! 

 

Two Cui family heavenly kings, suddenly spurt a mouthful of blood, burst back and out, one after 

another hit the wall, the whole body bone smashed more than half! 

 



Under Ye Chen's fist, one after another, he suffered heavy losses! 

 

"Nanming!" 

 

"It's your turn!" 

 

Ye Chen is extremely powerful. His fist power in the air suddenly bursts into brilliance. Suddenly, the sky 

is covered with blood red. The incomparable fist force is shot across the sky, directly breaking the flame 

barrier and hitting the chest of Nanming real man!Poof!! 

 

Nanming real person suddenly spurt a mouthful of blood, the whole body bone is smashed in an instant, 

the meridians and blood vessels are also inch inch broken! 

 

His body was smashed into a building by his fist force. The people in the building jumped out quickly. 

They looked at the real man of Nanming in horror, and then looked at Ye Chen, who was like a martial 

god. He did not dare to say a word. He was completely shocked by the situation in front of him! 

 

Nanming immortal! 

 

One of the most powerful guests in Cui's family, such a powerful person, should not have punched the 

young man in front of him into such a wonderful way! 

 

God knows who such a young man is! 

 

A Cui family Dharma protector quickly flew into the ruins and brought out the Nanming real man! 

 

When he looked at it carefully, he was stunned and exclaimed, "the real man is dead! The real man is 

dead 

 

"The whole body of the real person's channels and bones are broken, and the spirit and soul are all 

destroyed!" 

 



"The real man is dead!" 

 

Hoo Hoo Hoo!!! 

 

Whoa!! 

 

In an instant, when everyone looked at Ye Chen, the feeling in their eyes was full of surprise, surprise, 

admiration, and fear! 

 

"Cui family, the five elder guests, just one died?" 

 

"Thousand years!" 

 

"For thousands of years, there has been no such big event in the Cui family." 

 

Countless people's words, some of them with strong Dao origin, looked even more shocked: "Cui family, 

I'm afraid there is a bloody disaster! Ye Chen in front of me, kill the young master of Cui family. This will 

kill Ye Tian, and kill Nanming immortal, one of the elder of Cui family, who can't take care of him! " 

 

"My God, the Cui family, this is going to change the sky!" 

 

"Ye Chen, ye Shitian?" 

 

"They are all surnamed Ye. Are they all from the Ye family in ancient times?" 

 

…… 

 

The people's comments are very loud. 

 



The sixteen envoys, the eight Dharma protectors and the two heavenly kings of the Cui family are still in 

a muddle. 

 

Nanming immortal is dead? 

 

Let Ye kill the sky with one blow? 

 

"Mr. Ye is so strong 

 

Luoyao eyes such as water, excited to the extreme! Waving his hands, he called out, "Mr. Ye, you are so 

good!" 

 

No wonder he doesn't look up to Kunlun's top ten talents! 

 

It turns out that although he is a younger generation, his strength is far beyond that of his peers, enough 

to compete with the older generation! 

 

No matter how, this kind of person must be grasped by Luo family! 
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Luo Yao even thought of Ye Chen. There was Ye Chen in front of her, and ye killed the sky. Is it true that 

the Luo family and the strong people of Ye family are so predestined? 

 

At this moment, ye Chen overlooks the earth, his eyes like electricity, yingzi Weian! 

 

He looked at the two Cuijia heavenly kings, and his voice was like a God. He said, "you two, are you 

committing suicide? I or I will kill you?" 

 



"You 

 

"Ye Shitian, you deceive people too much!" 

 

Two Cuijia heavenly kings, step out at the same time, almost dozens of meters! Face the strong CHEN 

Ye! 

 

They looked at each other, shook their heads, and then lamented and ran toward the left and right 

sides! 

 

Run away! 

 

I can't do it. I don't want to run! 

 

"Want to go?" 

 

"Is it so easy?" 

 

When ye Chen waved, he released a set of sword array, which was the one he had trapped Huang's 

genius! 

 

Brush! Brush!! 

 

Clang! Clang!! 

 

This set of sword array quickly split into 108 swords. According to the direction of Tiangang 36 and Disha 

72, the sword array covers a space of several kilometers. A bowl shaped array is reversed and everyone 

is trapped in the array! 

 

Bang!! 



 

Boom! 

 

No matter how the two Cuijia heavenly kings attack, they can't shake the sword array one or two! 

 

In their heyday, they still had a chance to escape, but now they have been hit hard. They are determined 

that they can not escape! 

 

"You two, you can die!" 

 

Ye Chen burst out two fists, countless fist force waves Hua jump out, break open the air, straight after 

the two Cui family king! 

 

He did not use the dragon to ask the sky sword, nor did he use the Jiuyou sky killing gun, because these 

people are not qualified! 

 

It is enough to kill these people in front of you without using weapons! 

 

Boom!!! 

 

A burst came out! 

 

A king of Cui family, burst out in the sky, countless blood splashed down! 

 

Boom!! 

 

Another king of Cui's family was beaten into blood fog by Shengsheng! 

 

Two king of Cui family, officially fell, dead without a whole body! 

 



Ye Chen slowly fell on the ground, looked at Luoyao and said with a smile, "how about it? If I said, "kill 

them, I will destroy them!" 

 

"Mr. Ye! I admire you very much Luo Yao hurried forward and bowed slightly. "Mr. Ye, I heard that you 

were mysterious before, and your strength was not very high, but now you can push the younger 

generation horizontally!" 

 

"Oh, no!" 

 

"I know a talented young man named Ye Chen. If you have a chance to meet, you must learn from each 

other!" 

 

"Ye Chen has great potential, and even the elixir has extremely terrifying talent. He should come to this 

Dan Medicine Conference!" 

 

"At that time, I'll introduce him to you. You two are sure to be good friends!" 

 

Ye Chen lip corner outlines a smile, heart way: introduce myself to myself? 

 

This girl, still so out of tune! 

 

With a smile, he glanced over the confused sixteen envoys of the Cui family and eight Dharma 

protectors, and said, "none of them will stay!" 

 

These people originally intended to kill themselves, ye Chen naturally can not stay! 

 

More importantly, the Cui family is related to the blood spirit clan. No matter what, they must be killed! 

 

"Yes, master!" 

 



At that time, Huang zhantian, Huang wugun, Wanyan broke the army and so on. They responded and 

killed each other! 

 

Nine layers of heaven's extraordinary genius, take the initiative to attack 24 strong Daoyuan! 

 

The result is very normal, Huang zhantian, they are pressing Cui family to protect Dharma! 

 

Whoa!! 

 

A round of blood burst, a Cui family protector died! 

 

Bang!! 

 

Three more Cui family envoys died on the spot! 

 

The sixteen envoys and eight Dharma protectors of the Cui family were unable to resist the attack of 

Huang zhantian and others, but they were unable to retreat! 

 

On the edge, people in danxu town enjoyed watching this scene. 

 

However, Luo Yao couldn't help being shocked and said, "Mr. Ye, your four subordinates are all Daoyuan 

jiuliantian?" 

 

"But I think they are very young. They are only in their twenties!" 

 

"And the combat effectiveness is so strong, is it always following you? Why have you never heard of 

them or seen them in the outside world? " 

 

Ye Chen shook his head: "they are not following me." 

 



"It's just my servant, it doesn't matter!" 

 

With his strength, what's the Ninth level of Daoyuan realm! 

 

As long as he gets the skill of the king of hundred swords, he can have the top power. 

 

Is qualified to fight against the blood spirit clan! 

 

Bang bang!!! 

 

The sound of collision and blood splashing poured into people's ears. 

 

With their own eyes, the strong men, Dharma protectors and envoys of the Cui family, who were once 

arrogant and bullied the city, were chased and killed continuously and fled everywhere. It can be said 

that they are extremely miserable!But all this is what the Cui family asked for! 

 

Deserve to be so rampant before, now retribution! 

 

Huang zhantian and others took their weapons and came back with two heads in their hands. 

 

On a closer look, each of them still has two heads hanging around their waist. Good job, four big men 

will come back with their heads, clean and tidy. 

 

Facing Ye Chen, they kneel down and yelled, "master, we have killed all the Cui family members. Please 

speak to the master!" 

 

"All stand up and find someone to send them back to Cui yuan, the leader of the Cui family." 

 

"Tell Cui yuan that after the pill meeting, it will be the day when I destroy his family!" 

 



"Let him enjoy the three days now!" 

 

Ye Chen narrates all of this calmly, as if the extinction of the Cui family, just backhand can do. 

 

He waved his hands and fingertips, and the huge sword array returned. 

 

The sword array has just been closed! 

 

Then a group of people rushed in and saw that the clothes were from the Luo family! 

 

Taking the lead are the great Dharma protectors of the Luo family, as well as more than 20 Dharma 

protectors and envoys. All their accomplishments are in the realm of Daoyuan, and even two of them 

are strong men who are about to enter the realm of emperor's respect. Such a lineup is no less than that 

of Cui's family. After all, they are among the two families of danxu Tower! 

 

The great Dharma protector of the Luo family came directly to Luoyao and asked, "are you OK, miss?" 

 

"Nothing, Uncle Wu!" Luoyao is still in a state of excitement. He pulls the Dharma protector to Ye Chen 

and says, "Uncle Wu, have you just seen anything in the sword array?" 

 

The great Dharma protector shook his head and said: "the sword array together, countless sword Qi 

forms fog, and the internal situation can't be seen from the outside!" 

 

Looking around, he was rather surprised and said, "ah, where are the Cui family? Didn't you just say that 

the Cui family are after you? Why did I come and didn't see a member of the Cui family? " 

 

"Uncle Wu!" 

 

"I want to tell you something very shocking!" Luo Yao seemed to be hiding a little secret. He said 

seriously: "just now, five guests of the Cui family, Nanming immortal, two heavenly kings of the Cui 

family, eight Dharma protectors and sixteen envoys, have arrived!" 

 



"What happened to you?" 

 

"The real Nanming let Mr. ye die with one blow!" 
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"The two great Dharma protectors of the Cui family couldn't even catch a punch from Mr. Ye, and they 

were beaten by Mr. Ye one after another." 

 

"Uncle Wu, they are all the world-class masters in the emperor's realm. They can't stop Mr. Ye's fist. You 

can see Mr. Ye quickly!" 

 

After listening, the great Dharma protector of the Luo family looked at Ye Chen and clearly felt the 

breath on the other side! 

 

Tao Yuanjing! 

 

However, in the breath of battle, you can definitely fight against the sky to fight against emperor Zun! 

 

Is it true that all three of the Cui family's peerless masters died in ye Shitian's hands? 

 

The great Dharma protector quickly went to the battlefield and joined hands to deduce the secret arts 

to watch the battle scene of Ye Chen and Cui's family just in the air. After seeing this, he returned to the 

ground with a look of horror. He clasped his fist at ye Shitian and said, "although Mr. Ye is a younger 

generation, his combat power is comparable to that of the old generation." 

 

"My niece, how offending 

 

"I'd like to ask Mr. Ye to forgive me. In addition, I'd like to ask Mr. Ye to go back to the Luo family with 

me first. I've arranged a banquet to thank you for saving Luoyao!" 



 

The great Dharma protector of the Luo family was shocked when he saw the head on the ground from 

time to time. 

 

Sixteen envoys and eight Dharma protectors of the Cui family! 

 

It's all gone! 

 

When he looked up and saw Huang zhantian and others, he said, "the unique genius of the nine layers 

heaven in the four sources of Taoism? Four, where are you from 

 

"Uncle Wu!" 

 

"Uncle Wu, they are Mr. Ye's followers!" Luo Yao said in a hurry. 

 

"No!" Huang zhantian clasped his fists and said, "we are the master's servants, and we dare not climb up 

to the word 'follow'" 

 

"Slave?" 

 

The great Dharma protector of the Luo family was stunned, staring at Huang zhantian and others, and 

said in his heart: are these extraordinary talents just slaves of Ye Jietian? 

 

Slave, not follower! 

 

He is a follower, but the most humble slave! 

 

How deep is ye Shitian's water? There are actually four slaves of extraordinary genius? 

 



Then he killed three powerful emperors, and his combat power was at least as good as that of emperor 

Zunjing! 

 

How old is he? He has such accomplishments! 

 

Such talents must be attracted! 

 

Even if it is necessary for us to marry the Lord of the prison to kill ye in heaven! 

 

God knows, in a few years, ye killed the sky to what extent! 

 

I'm afraid Kunlun void can't be restrained! 

 

"Cough, Mr. Ye!" The great Dharma protector of the Luo family was also respectful, waving his hand in 

person and saying, "we invite you to go home!" 

 

"Good!" Ye Shitian nodded and went to the Luo family's carriage together! 

 

Not long! 

 

They had just left, and the crowd had not yet dispersed. The leader of the Cui family led a large team to 

arrive! 

 

This time, the other two kings of heaven, the two elders of Keqing, the eight Dharma protectors and the 

sixteen envoys of the Cui family all arrived! Under the leadership of Cui yuan, four emperors came to the 

place where they had just fought! 

 

Cui yuan looked around with a ferocious look and asked in a loud voice, "can you see the battle just 

now?" 

 

"Cui The leader of the Cui family... " 



 

"Ye Shitian and Luo's family just left..." 

 

The people trembled to answer, and there is the battle situation just now in the world, told the Cui 

family's people exactly! 

 

In addition, ye Shitian's words, as well as the head of Cui's family, were sent back to Cui yuan! 

 

Cui yuan, however, looked strange, thinking in his heart: ye killed heaven, ye killed heaven! 

 

Ye Shitian in the sky billboard can kill so many people in my Cui family! 

 

Let me Cui family strength greatly reduced! 

 

Well, I'm now chasing ye Shitian for revenge. It's possible that the Luo family and ye Shitian will unite to 

annihilate me! 

 

No, I have to go home and inform the elders who are closing up, or the Cui family will be in danger! 

 

"Follow me back!" Cui Yuan directly led people back. Now the external forces have been reduced by 

nearly half, and many businesses may not be able to hold down. We must go back to inform the elders 

in the closed door. Otherwise, don't mention revenge, even self-protection will become a problem! 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, Luoyao and the Dharma protector, with the news that ye Chen is coming back, spread 

all over the Luo family! 

 

All the Luo family members were excited and rushed to prepare all kinds of delicacies. All kinds of 

miraculous herbs that have been kept for many years have been taken out successively to make such 

delicious dishes, which are ready to be used to greet Ye Chen! 



 

Luo Wu ya, the master of Luo family, stood at the door with a happy face. 

 

Playing with the spirit stone in his hand, he said excitedly, "great, wonderful! Yao'er finally brought back 

a very good youth this time! Cui's family, ye Shitian killed a small part of Cui's family 

 

Three almost as powerful as the emperor! 

 

Unexpectedly, ye killed more than 20 powerful people in the Daoyuan area! 

 

The sky of Cui's family has collapsed by half! 

 

Cui's family fell a little half, danxu tower in my Luo family as the most respected, too good, simply too 

good!He immediately ordered to go down, "Ming Wu, you quickly lead the men to seize all kinds of 

business of the Cui family, the sooner the better! When those danzuns react, it's not easy to deal with it! 

" 

 

"Master of the house!" 

 

Mingwu was a little surprised and asked, "didn't you just say that you must marry the Cui family?" 

 

"Marriage? No more couplets Luo Wuyuan laughed: "before, my Luo family was a little weaker than 

Cui's, so I had to get married. But now, no more. Ye Shitian has defeated half of Cui's family alone. He 

wants to marry, and he should marry ye Shitian 

 

As for the Cui family 

 

"Now Cui's family is nothing. If it's not supported by Xingtian Dan Zun, I will directly inform Lingyi danzun 

and destroy Cui's family together!" 

 

The Luo family and Cui family, such as danxu tower family, mainly focus on alchemy. They all rely on Dan 

Zun one by one! 



 

On the surface, danzun is closed to alchemy, regardless of his family affairs, but once the family under 

his banner is going to be destroyed, Dan Zun will surely take a strong hand. Regardless of his cultivation 

level, the precious pills on his body are enough to attract many top powerful people to help him! 

 

Therefore, for Luo family, Cui family can weaken! 

 

But it cannot be extinguished! 

 

"It's the leaf that kills the sky!" Luo Wuyuan laughed extremely tactful, "I heard that his origin is 

mysterious, and I don't know, is he from the Ye family?" 

 

"However, with his accomplishments and fighting power, I heard that there were four slaves under him, 

all of whom were peerless talents in the nine layers heaven of the four Daoyuan realm. If necessary, he 

could marry Yao'er to ye Shitian." 

 

Ming Wu listens to Luo Wuyuan's words and leaves directly. 

 

After a while, a chariot stopped at the door of Luo's house. Luoyao leaped down, moved smartly, turned 

and handed ye Shitian a hand and said, "come on, I'll pull you down." 

 

"I shouldn't have said that." 

 

"Why did you get up first..." 

 

Ye Chen joked, holding Luoyao's hand, followed by the spirit of the carriage, looking around, very 

familiar. 
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When he came last time, he got off the carriage here. This time, he came to the same place. 

 

Only, the situation may be different! 

 

"Ha ha ha ha!" 

 

"This must be ye Shitian's little brother!" 

 

"Young talent, you are very welcome to my Luo family. Come here, I have prepared a rare banquet for 

you, and I'm here to help you out!" Luo Wuyuan came out with a smile and saluted Ye Chen. 

 

Luo Wuyuan's eyes fall on Ye Chen, and then look at Huang zhantian and others. His heart is startled, 

completely in line with the news! 

 

But the young man in front of him was wearing a mask, and he could not see through his true face. 

 

But in Kunlun, virtual appearance is not important, strength is the most important! 

 

He even thought to himself: it is really the unique genius of the nine layers of heaven in the source state 

of Tao, whose bone age is no more than 30 years old! 

 

The identity of Ye Shitian must be extraordinary! 

 

He said with a warm face: "brother ye, I look forward to the stars and the moon, but you are waiting for 

me!" 

 

"Yes?" Ye Chen does not mean to look at Luo Wuyuan, heart way: this goods change face to become 

really fast. 

 

The last time I came as ye Chen, I said I couldn't climb up. 



 

This time, the one who killed heaven with leaves came, and the old face laughed like an old 

chrysanthemum! 

 

Thirty years of Hedong, thirty years of Hexi! 

 

Don't deceive the youth to be poor! 

 

"Come, come, please!" 

 

"Many elders of our family have come to meet you!" 

 

Luo Wuyuan walks into Luo's home in the face of Luoyao and ye Shitian. Along the way, there are people 

standing on both sides of the road. From the young, the young to the old, there are all the characters of 

the old fossil generation. Their breath is extraordinary. Among them, there are a number of emperors 

who are strong in the environment! 

 

As he walked, he explained, "we know that you have defeated half of Cui's family. We all want to know 

you very much." 

 

"This is the elder without moon!" 

 

"This is the third law enforcement elder, banbu emperor respects the territory!" 

 

"This is the fifth uncle of Yao'er, and the source of Taoism is eight layers of heaven." 

 

"This 

 

…… 

 



Luo Wuyuan introduces his family to Ye Jingtian one by one. 

 

This enthusiasm is just like the golden tortoise's son-in-law entering the house and the old father-in-

law's enthusiastic introduction of family members. 

 

It's more than the ordinary people who won millions of bonuses. 

 

An expert at the second level of his family may not be able to bear a punch in his hand. The elder of the 

first echelon of emperor Zun Jing can't do well in others. However, this person may become his son-in-

law. Can't you be happy! 

 

A group of old friends from emperor Zun's territory gathered around him and chatted with Ye Chen. 

 

This scene, this scene, see Luo Yao a face suddenly, whispered: "last time ye Chen came, why didn't you 

see so excited?" 

 

She held hands and thought angrily: ye Shitian is just as big as me, as for you! 

 

It's just as hot as ye Shitian. 

 

Almost make ye Shitian your lost brother for many years. It's so hot, so fake! 

 

Fake, too fake! 

 

Luoyao can't look down. When she came back with Ye Chen, her father was so high. 

 

Today, I take ye Shitian with me. My father's is just like watching ye Shitian and looking after my 

brother. 

 

"Everybody, don't worry, don't worry!" 



 

"Let's sit down and talk slowly..." Ye Chen pats off Luo Wuyuan and Luo Yao's two uncle's hands, light 

way. 

 

The older generation of the Luo family has six top strong men. Among them, the eldest uncle and the 

second uncle of Luoyao, together with three law enforcement elders and the great Dharma protector of 

the Luo family, are sitting on the table with Ye Chen. At the same time, luowuyian and Luoyao, who are 

from the five levels of Daoyuan realm, sit at the table. 

 

On the edge, other tables also sat other law enforcement elders, Dharma protectors and other powerful 

people. 

 

All of them belong to the source of Tao, which is more than 30 places! 

 

On the edge, there are also a few of the younger generation of the Luo family, from entering the holy 

realm to the Xuwang realm, with a large number. 

 

At this scale, basically, the Luo family went out to welcome Ye Chen. This lineup is very rare. All the men 

of four generations, old, middle and young, are here. Except for the women, they are all here. 

 

Luo family was founded hundreds of years ago, so it still maintains some ancient traditions. 

 

That is to greet the guests, all of them come from men, and women basically don't go out of the 

boudoir. Luoyao is an exception. Otherwise, we can see many Luojia beauties come and go, toasting and 

pouring tea around Ye Chen. 

 

"Brother ye, work in nature!" 

 

"It can be regarded as a model for the younger generation." 

 

Luo Wuyuan looked at Huang zhantian and others standing at the table from time to time and said with 

a smile, "these four are also peerless talents. Our disciples of Luo family are far away from each other in 

terms of talent and cultivation. Why don't we let them all sit down, drink and eat together?" 



 

"What do you think? Brother ye? " 

 

"No need!" Huang zhantian took the lead in saying, "as slaves, we are determined not to sit down when 

the host is drinking food."He respectfully clasped his fist and said, "please don't embarrass my master. 

I'm waiting for the servants to stand up!" 

 

After saying that, Huang zhantian, Huang wugun, Wan Yan broke the army and others stood around the 

banquet. The breath of Daoyuan's nine layers of heaven bloomed in his body, and his majestic eyes 

swept the other Luo family members. 

 

As if, once the banquet changes! 

 

They will follow ye Shitian's order, block the whole banquet, open a killing ring, or each person will jump 

to a top Luo family strong person to fight! 

 

What they did was to shock the younger generation and the younger generation of the Luo family! 

 

Looking at Huang zhantian and other four people, the younger generation could not help feeling 

uncomfortable. They did not even dare to go to see Huang zhantian. They just gazed at Ye Chen in the 

middle of the banquet from a distance. They were frightened and did not dare to make a mistake. 

 

Such slaves, are enough to kill us! 

 

You can even compete with the family elders. How powerful is ye Shitian! 

 

Holding this question, Luo Wuyuan offered a glass of wine and asked, "brother ye, you are so powerful 

that you don't know which family you come from?" 

 

He raised his glass to Ye Chen and said with a smile in a funny way: "I find that Yao'er seems to like you a 

little bit. How about you getting married?" 
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When Luoyao heard her father blink of an eye, she was going to give her to a stranger, and her face 

turned red to the extreme. 

 

Beauty loves heroes! 

 

She worships ye Shitian more by force, but if you want to say she likes it, she is definitely not as strong 

as ye Chen at the beginning. 

 

But ye Shitian is much better than Cui's! 

 

If you can't choose your own happiness, ye Shitian is undoubtedly the best choice! 

 

Her eyes twinkle to wear the mask Ye Chen, waiting for the latter's reply! 

 

But at the moment, ye Chen is a bit ironic, he never thought Luo Wuyuan even made his own idea. 

 

He glanced at Luoyao, who quickly avoided. 

 

For ye Chen, Luoyao is a virtual beauty of Kunlun, and controls Dan Dao, but he is just Luoyao's friend. 

 

He was grateful that Luoyao stood up without hesitation when he was in danger. All this was just to 

repay. 

 

As for the engagement, ye Chen is now naturally impossible to accept. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen directly said: "I come from the family, I can't say!" 

 



"As for your marriage, I have too many enemies at present, which will only disadvantage Luoyao. 

Besides, I am used to it by myself. I hope you will understand me." 

 

This sentence did not hurt Luoyao, but indirectly refused. 

 

Luo Wuya heard this sentence, but shook his head. 

 

As for Luoyao, although she didn't want to have anything to do with ye Shitian, she was disappointed 

with the result. 

 

Luo Wuyuan doesn't want to give up ye Shitian in front of her. Just as she wants to speak, she is 

interrupted by Luoyao: "Dad, what Mr. Ye said is also reasonable. Let's stop this matter. I hope my 

father can let me choose my own marriage!" 

 

Luoyao's tone is a little tough. In her opinion, she doesn't want to be the tool of Luo family's transaction! 

 

Luo Wuyuan didn't expect his daughter to contradict himself. His face was a little displeased and said in 

a cold voice, "Luoyao, don't think I don't know what you're thinking! Are you still thinking about ye 

Chen? " 

 

"Ye Chen is really strong and talented, but do you know his gamble with Mr. Jingshui! Facing Mr. 

Jingshui, no matter how gifted he is, he will surely die! I advise you to die! " 

 

In the eyes of Luo Wuyuan, ye Chen is the object of his attachment! 

 

He even regretted his original attitude! 

 

But now, when he saw ye Shitian's existence, he knew how to choose! 

 

Ye Shitian is more important than ye Chen! 

 



No matter how powerful Ye Chen is, he will not be able to cross the realm of emperor Zun in a hundred 

years! 

 

However, ye Shitian is very likely to win the virtual peak of Kunlun! 

 

Luo family must fight for it at all costs! 

 

Luo Yao heard her father's determination of Ye Chen's life and death. Her eyes were filled with some 

anger and said, "Dad, don't forget! What did ye Chen do in danxu town! If there is no Ye Chen, you think 

you are still qualified to stand here! " 

 

"One day you will bury the whole Luo family!" 

 

"Asshole!" Luo Wuyuan's face completely pulled down, but also stretched out his hand and slapped 

toward Luoyao! 

 

The wind in the palm blows, and it seems that if you want to touch Luoyao, an invisible wave of air is 

blocking everything. 

 

Ye Chen, wearing a mask, is already standing in front of Luoyao. 

 

"You don't have to say that again!" 

 

Ye Chen glanced at all the people present and said, "Ye Chen is my younger martial brother. He will 

come to danxu town soon." 

 

"What!" 

 

The expression of Luo boundless is petrified instantly! 

 

He can't believe it! 



 

He even more trembles the voice way: "Mr. Ye, won't it Ye Chen's boy is so poor in skill that he was only 

in the holy land. How could he be your younger martial brother? " 

 

However, Luoyao was in front of her eyes and asked quickly, "Mr. Ye, do you say ye Chen is your 

younger martial brother? Is that true? " 

 

"Yes Ye Chen continued to stabilize and nodded his head! 

 

Luo Wuyuan lamented and said, "so..." 

 

Regret! 

 

I regret that I didn't know ye Chen's identity. I didn't know that ye Chen had such a powerful elder 

martial brother ye Shitian! 

 

The master who can teach ye Shitian such a powerful person must be extraordinary. He may even be of 

the same generation with Han Yun! 

 

At the beginning, why didn't he leave Ye Chen! 

 

It's good to stay as a son-in-law! 

 

Oh! 

 

Luo Wuyuan regretted and recovered, and then said, "in fact, all brothers are the same! I think my 

Yao'er, with your younger brother is also very good! I just don't know, where did ye Chen go 

 

"He said he would come to danxu town in two days!" 

 



"It seems to be coming for the meeting of Dan Dao. I want to find some pills to break through the 

realm!" 

 

Ye Chen continued to install and said, "I don't know how many danzuns will participate in this 

meeting?""Dandao conference?" Luo Wuyuan was stunned and then explained: "it was supposed to be 

held in ten years. But I don't know why Xingtian danzun, together with several danzuns of Kunlun, urged 

the Cui family and other families to hold the Dandao meeting in advance! " 

 

"The remaining Lingyi danzun and Baiwu danzun, as well as our Luo family, have no choice but to 

agree!" 

 

"In addition to the Lingyi danzun and Xingtian danzun of danxu tower, there are actually several danzuns 

in Kunlun 

 

"The three big families and the three danzuns launched the Dandao assembly at the same time." 

 

"The two remaining families and the two danzuns can only agree because of the selection problem!" 

 

"I don't know why I always feel that there is any conspiracy in advance of this held by Xingtian danzun." 

 

"Originally, the Dandao meeting was a grand gathering for selecting the major alchemists! At the same 

time, the five danzuns will go out in person to refine the ancient hundred spirit elixirs respectively, 

which will be used to reward the youngest alchemists and the two families! " 

 

"In the competition of young alchemists, the one who gets the first place in the end will get two ancient 

elixirs!" 

 

"Ancient hundred elixir, taken under the virtual King's realm, one is enough to break through a big 

realm, and one can promote a small realm when taken above the Daoyuan realm. Therefore, the ancient 

hundred spirit elixir is very precious. The materials are provided by five families and five Dan zuns 

together! " 

 

"Ten forces provide medicinal materials?" Ye Chen asked, "Why are so many forces providing together?" 



 

Luo Wuyuan smiles and explains: "because one time is refining five ancient elixirs. In addition to two 

young alchemists, two of the other three will provide the other two families in the five families!" 

 

"As for the last one, it's up to Dan zuns to see their mood and give it to anyone!" 

 

Luo Wuyuan explains, ye Chen is to understand how to return a responsibility. 

 

The whole Dandao meeting is not only a competition among young alchemists, but also a competition 

among the big families, even among the five great danzuns. The closest families and alchemists can get 

the ancient hundred elixirs to break through the realm! 
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The top five Dan Zun competitions, the strongest person, can determine the fate of the remaining one 

ancient hundred miraculous elixir. 

 

Ancient bailing pills are very precious for anyone, especially those under the emperor's dignity. 

 

Except for the young and peerless talents, it is very difficult for the strong people in other Daoyuan 

realms to upgrade to a higher level. Many people tend to advance to the Daoyuan realm early, but it 

takes a hundred years, or even two or three hundred years, to advance to the next level! 

 

To cultivate one's own "Tao" from the source of Tao is too high for understanding, and it is too difficult 

to be promoted. 

 

However, the ancient bailing pills can improve their own "Tao" as soon as possible, so as to make those 

who are strong in the source area of Taoism further forward. 

 



What's more, if you take a look at the people at the banquet of Luo family, you can see that daoyuanjing 

is more than thirty, and most of them are bad old leaders. They have been stuck in Daoyuan territory for 

many years and are hard to be promoted. You can know the precious place of ancient hundred miracles! 

 

As for ye Chen, Huang zhantian and others, they have a high level of understanding. They almost ignore 

the problem of perfecting the "Tao". When things come to pass, they will be able to practice in the 

realm of emperor's respect! But such people, for the huge population of Kunlun, only a dozen people 

every 100 years. 

 

"My younger martial brother, I want to participate in the pill contest!" 

 

"I know that his alchemy talent is very strong, so there will be master Lauro to help one or two!" Ye 

Chen narrates in an orderly way. 

 

Then, he had a meal with all the people. All kinds of delicacies, such as abalone, ginseng, winged tripe 

and so on, covered the whole table. There were also cold dishes made of more precious miraculous 

herbs, which were precious dishes. Each cold dish was made of miraculous herbs of hundreds of years 

old as raw materials. 

 

Luo's side, have a banquet, be happy! 

 

On the other side, the Cui family is completely angry! 

 

Cui family hall, Cui yuan a sad look at the eyes of many experts! 

 

This time the Cui family lost too much, superficial strength, now the Cui family has not compared with 

the Luo family. 

 

"Master of the house!" 

 

"An elder has come out of the seclusion!" 

 



A Dharma protector of the three layers of heaven in the Daoyuan state came forward and said, "now, 

it's really time to wake up many elders?" 

 

"Yes Cui yuan sighed and said in his heart: the strong family members lost nearly half of the loss, and 

they had to wake up! 

 

These elders are the emperor who survived the disaster after they joined the blood spirit clan! 

 

You know, when the little master of Cui's family was killed by Ye Chen, facing the strong power of Lingyi 

danzun, Cui's family did not dare to use this power casually! 

 

But now, such a big thing happened to the Cui family. If you don't wake up, it will be a disaster! 

 

Wake them up, we will certainly be able to transfer the situation! 

 

Through the Huang family, the Cui family also surrendered to the six blood spirit clansmen in the blood 

spirit secret realm. Originally, according to the quota distribution, they had to hand over two powerful 

people in the emperor's Zun territory in a hundred years to supply the blood spirit people with 

massacre, which also led to the situation that there were few powerful emperors in their families! 

 

However, after joining the blood spirit clan, there will be an exemption opportunity every 300 years, so 

that the two emperors who have been trained in that century will not be killed! 

 

The Cui family was founded for 900 years, and joined the blood spirit clan in the 300th. 

 

Therefore, there are four strong emperors who have survived, and each of them has reached the level of 

four layers of heaven. Such cultivation may not be much in a larger family, but it is already a first-class 

strong one in danxu town! 

 

In order to avoid being known by the outside world, the Cui family turned to the blood spirit clan, 

especially those Dan Zun! 

 



Therefore, many years ago, the Cui family let four emperors respect the strong in the family, hiding in 

the family in the name of seclusion! 

 

Cui yuan sighed, when his son was killed, he did not move the idea of these hidden emperor Zunjing 

elders! 

 

Now, we have to let them do it! 

 

"Master! Not good 

 

A Dharma protector rushed in! 

 

Cui Yuan Mou son a congealing, cold voice way: "what matter!" 

 

The Dharma protector quickly knelt down and said, "master, the Luo family has already begun to attack 

our industry." 

 

Bang! 

 

Cui yuan slapped the table fiercely and said angrily, "Luo Wuyuan, you think you can be lawless if ye 

Shitian supports you!" 

 

He was silent and said, "ye Shitian, I want you to die without a whole body!" 

 

When Cui yuan was enraged, an incomparable breath shook the whole room! 

 

The four top closed Cui family strong men came out! 

 

"Boom!" 

 



The wall behind Cui yuan is even more broken! 

 

The raging air waves came out of it! 

 

In the rolling dust, four figures loomed! 

 

"Are you the current owner?" 

 

"What's your name?" 

 

A group of four people came from the door, each body was flowing with the ancient Tao Yun, mottled 

cheek can not see how old, a black robe stands up, looking like a ghost killed in the nine secluded, which 

makes many Daoyuan strong people's hair stand on end!Four old men, one carrying a sword, one 

holding a gun, two hanging behind a big tripod, breath terror, like a demon general! 

 

They are the Cui family for hundreds of years, the accumulation of the four powerful emperor Zun 

environment, are four layers of heaven, the strength of terror! 

 

"See you elders. I'm the current master, Cui yuan!" 

 

"Four elders, now that our Cui family is in danger, a young strong man named ye Shitian came to danxu 

Town, and a number of fists destroyed a top Cui family leader. Not only that, but half of our Cui family's 

strength was destroyed!" 

 

"So, please four elders to shoot this bastard!" 

 

One of them, an elder with a hook nose and a sword, is the leader of the four, named Cui Ming! 

 

He asked, "tell us the specific things in detail." 

 

"Yes, elder!" Cui yuan, who dares to say no, told the story of today. 



 

After that, the four elders sat on their chairs, and their majestic eyes made Cui Jiaqiang around them 

uncomfortable. They felt as if they were being held by four ghosts. They were creepy! 

 

as for the monks in the virtual realm, they are not qualified to enter their eyes. 

 

After hearing this, Cui ordered the elder to meditate for a long time. He glanced at the owner and 

several elders in front of him and asked, "do you say that the meeting of Dan Dao is about to be held? 

Xingtiandan respects them. Are they all in the process of planning 

 

"Yes Cui yuan nods! 

 

"Wait for the meeting, then kill ye Shitian!" Cui Ming's eyes were deep, and he said: "the Dandao 

assembly is a meeting held jointly by the five great danzuns and the five families. One month before the 

meeting, there can be no large-scale duels between the emperor and the powerful!" 

 

"If we all go to Luo's house now, then Lingyi danzun and the others will surely fight!" 

 

"At that time, it will either evolve into a battle between the five danzuns, or it will be the attack of 

Xingtian danzun! Over the years, Xingtian Dan Zun should have been stuck in the early days of emperor 

Zun's territory, but his contacts are so extensive that we can't offend him! " 
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"Only when the meeting is over and the action is told to all Dan Zun, can we kill ye Shitian and his four 

subordinates!" 

 

Cui Ming deserves to be a strong old fossil level, for the major forces and you Dan Zun, understand 

clearly! 

 



Especially in the present situation, if you can't kill the enemy decisively and simply like ye Shitian, you 

will surely be welcomed by Dan Zun. At that time, it will not simply destroy ye Shitian, but evolve into a 

big scuffle! 

 

"Are we just going to put up with it?" 

 

A Dharma protector of the Cui family couldn't help saying. 

 

"We endure not ye Shitian, but lingyidan Zun!" Cui ordered the elder to slowly say: "there will be a 

Dandao meeting in three days. During that time, you can quickly arrange the array and track ye Shitian. 

When the meeting is over, we will directly kill this scum." 

 

He said it on the surface, but he said secretly in his heart: we can't expose our identity in front of a few 

danzuns! 

 

Several danzuns all know that, six hundred years ago, we had already died in the hands of the strong 

blood spirit clan! 

 

Now, if they do it again, they will surely find that they have joined the blood spirit clan, and it will be 

difficult to deal with it at that time! 

 

So, after the end of the ceremony, all the danzuns calmed down and closed down. Or when refining 

alchemy, the four of us immediately killed ye Shitian, and then came back to continue to shut down and 

hide their identities! 

 

"No problem!" 

 

"I don't believe it. I can't kill ye Shitian this time!" Cui yuan calmed down his anger and continued: "after 

killing ye Shitian, I want to look for ye Chen, a little scum. If you dare to kill my son, I will never let you 

go!" 

 

Cui Ming said: "master, we will not take care of your son's affairs. We are only responsible for killing ye 

and killing heaven 



 

Cui yuan nodded: "of course! Even if the four elders don't do it, the means I'm preparing now are 

enough to kill Ye Chen 

 

"Ye Chen is just a boy who has entered the holy land. At the beginning, he dared to threaten me. I want 

to learn from the blood spirit clan and get him skinned and cramped!" 

 

Cui Ming and other elders did not respond to Cui yuan's words. Instead, they said, "let's go down and 

prepare to kill ye Shitian's array. You can do it as usual." 

 

"Thank you, four elders!" 

 

Cui yuan himself stood up to send him off. In terms of age, these four elders are his ancestors. It's 

normal to send them off in person! 

 

Cui's family conspired to kill ye Shitian, while Dan Zun had different reactions! 

 

…… 

 

Danxu Tower! 

 

Ling Yidan Zun looked at the sky and the stars were shining. From time to time, the meteor crossed the 

night sky, "I don't know, where is that boy?" 

 

"Don't worry, Lingyi!" Baiwu danzun sat on the side drinking and said with a smile, "that boy is not 

simple. Don't worry. You can't point out that he will come back this time!" 

 

As a good friend of lingyidan Zun for thousands of years, Baiwu danzun often has a drink with lingyidan 

Zun. 

 



The two gatekeepers of danxu tower are still guarding the gate. They take some abandoned pills from 

Lingyi danzun. Their injuries are not only better, but also go a step forward, reaching the level of five 

layers of heaven in Daoyuan! 

 

Lingyidan said, "Ye Chen Ye Chen, he is a disciple of master Lin. he will be OK! " 

 

"Dan Zun, outside Luo family has something to report!" Mr. Fang came in to report. 

 

"Let him in!" Ling Yi Dan Zun light min a mouthful of spirit wine, looking at the stars all over the sky. 

 

"Meet Lingyi danzun! White fog Dan Zun It's the great Dharma protector of the Luo family, who is very 

powerful. However, he is extremely respectful to the two danzuns, and dare not have the slightest 

presumptuousness! 

 

Lingyi danzun asked, "what can I do for you to come to danxu tower?" 

 

"In the daytime today, a young man named ye Shitian appeared!" 

 

"I know!" Lingyidan Zun looked at the great Dharma protector of the Luo family, and his eyes became 

sharp. A stream of Qi from the upper level bloomed and gradually pressed the Dharma protector toward 

the great Dharma protector. His voice was deep: "if you just come to report this matter, you have to 

bear my anger!" 

 

Dan Zun! 

 

What can you see if you want to see it! 

 

"No!" 

 

"Ye Shitian is like Ye Chen's senior brother!" The great Dharma protector of the Luo family said in a 

hurry, bowing and embracing, but he did not dare to lift his head and fist. "Today, our Luo family hosted 



ye Shitian. Ye Shitian asked about the Dandao meeting and said that his younger brother Ye Chen would 

come to attend the Dandao meeting." 

 

Whoa!! 

 

Lingyidan Zun suddenly turned around and looked at the great Dharma protector of the Luo family with 

a happy face and asked, "are you sure this ye Chen is that ye Chen? Not the same name? " 

 

"Sure!" The great Dharma protector of the Luo family said slowly, "you should not be able to tell lies 

with Ye's cultivation and combat power in killing the sky." 

 

"Besides, ye Shitian has left Luo's house!" 

 

"Before leaving, I left the keepsake of Ye Chen before leaving, so the master sent me to inform Dan 

Zun!" 

 

After hearing these words, Ling Yidan Zun is lost in meditation, thinking in his heart: ye Chen, when he 

left the month ago, was just entering the Holy Land! 

 

This time I come back, it's the virtual Kingdom at most!Is he sure he's going to resist the Cui family? 

 

By the way, ye Shitian is his senior brother. If such a powerful elder martial brother escorts him, he will 

surely come back! 

 

After a while, lingyidan Zun said with great joy: "OK, if ye Chen is back, I will refine an ancient hundred 

spirit elixir for him at the Dandao conference, so that he can improve his cultivation. In addition, if you 

meet ye Shitian, take me to him and let him be careful of Xingtian danzun!" 

 

"Xing Tian Dan Zun this guy, will be reckless 

 

"If ye Shitian can't protect his younger brother Ye Chen, I will do it myself!" 

 



Lingyi danzun is the best to protect the calf. 

 

The benefactor's disciple, he is to throw out this old life, all want to protect Ye Chen's safety. 

 

"Yes The great protector of the Luo family stopped for a moment and said with a smile, "that danzun, 

how can you solve the problem with Cui family and Xingtian danzun?" 

 

"You don't have to worry too much!" Ling Yidan Zun disdained to say: "some things I will send someone 

to deal with it." 

 

Thank you, Dan Zun 

 

After the Luo family's Dharma protector left, Baiwu danzun was drinking, thinking about ye Chen and ye 

Shitian. He murmured: "one is that the Dan Dao is strong, the force is weak, and the other is extremely 

strong. Even compared with the old people, the Dan way may be weaker." 

 

"These two brothers are so powerful!" 

 

"I don't know who taught me!" 

 

"The key is that ye Shitian still has four unique talents from the nine layers heaven of Daoyuan realm. It 

seems that it is not easy!" 

 

For him, it is nothing unusual for him to be a strong man with nine layers of heaven. 

 

However, the unique genius of the nine layers of heaven is so young, but it is not the same. In the 

future, it is possible to cultivate to the sixth and seventh floors of emperor Zun territory. Such a genius is 

willing to work under Ye Shitian. Ye Shitian must be far more than an ordinary monk! 

 

From where? 

 



There is a great chance behind ye Shitian! 

 

This opportunity is even related to their own future! 

 

At this moment, there is a trace of deep greed in the eyes of Baiwu danzun! 

 

But the greedy, fleeting! 

 

Not be detected by Lingyi danzun! 

Chapter 1069 

 

 

 

…… 

 

At the moment, danxu town somewhere in the high-rise! 

 

In a presidential private room, ye Chen and Huang zhantian live in it! 

 

Ye Chen asks a way: "the person that follows behind, solved?" 

 

"Master, it's all settled! No one else knows, we're in this building! " Huang zhantian reported. 

 

Ye Chen nodded and quietly removed his mask. He recovered from ye Shitian to Ye Chen. At the same 

time, his breath was completely restored. He no longer reappeared the evil spirit of killing decisively, but 

his breath was calmer. 

 

Huang zhantian, Wanyan and others looked at all these things in front of them and completely 

suppressed them! 

 



From the secret place of blood spirit, they never saw the youth in front of them take off their masks! 

 

So I don't know what ye Chen looks like! 

 

But in front of them, they saw Ye Chen's master's appearance! 

 

They have all seen Ye Chen's photos in Luo's house. How can ye Chen and his master be so similar? 

 

no, as like as two peas! 

 

Huang zhantian asked, "master, you Is Ye Chen the Luo family said? " 

 

"Of course." Ye Chen doesn't cover it up. Anyway, he signs a contract with the four of them. If the four 

people have a little betrayal, they will be burned by the flame, and it's no big deal to know their identity. 

 

"I am Ye Chen, at the same time, I am ye Shitian too!" 

 

"Hiss --" 

 

the four took a breath, and Huang wugun asked, "master, the people of Kunlun Xu, others don't know 

your identity?" 

 

Ye Chen nodded and told them not to speak out and said, "in the future, I still need ye Shitian's identity. 

At the Dandao meeting, you said it was ye Shitian who asked you to follow me 

 

"I'll wait to understand!" 

 

"What shall we do next, master?" Huang zhantian asked. 

 



Ye Chen Mou son stares at the scenery outside the window, hands bear behind him, light way: "wait for 

the Dandao meeting after three days!" 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, a mysterious place. 

 

The sky is full of blood, and the sky is full of pale blood! 

 

A round of sun and blood moon hang high in the sky at the same time! 

 

What's more, the aura here is extremely rich! 

 

Far more than the Kunlun virtual number of times! 

 

Once you practice here, it will have a terrible effect! 

 

If ye Chen is here, he will surely find that this place is extremely similar to the secret place of blood 

spirit. 

 

And in a very old building here. 

 

Outside the building, a huge spirit stone is engraved with three strong characters! 

 

Blood spirit clan! 

 

This is the territory where the blood spirit clan has occupied for thousands of years, and it is also the 

birthplace of countless strong blood spirit clan! 

 

Deep in the building, there is a place of terrible array. 



 

And the world of terror, the spirit of countless absorption! 

 

There is a huge round stone pillar in the middle of these strong men! 

 

At the top of the stone pillar sat an old man who was as thin as firewood. 

 

The old man's hair is gray, his beard is very long, and his whole body exudes a strong Taoist rhyme. 

 

There are even countless talismans around the whole body. 

 

His eyes are closed, and there is a red light in the center of his eyebrows! Like a third eye! 

 

If ye Chen is here, he will surely find that the red light in the center of the old man's eyebrows is 

extremely similar to the condition of his eyebrows! 

 

It's just that he communicates with Jiuyou hell! 

 

But this old man's eyebrow is the forbidden area of communication blood spirit clan! 

 

The whole world becomes extremely silent because of so many strong people! 

 

Suddenly, a strong wind whirled, the old man's eyes suddenly opened! A mouthful of blood! 

 

Many strong people under the stage naturally feel what, countless eyes open. 

 

Panic! fear! worry! 

 

"Master! Master, what's the matter with you? " 



 

"Master, you have been closed for thousands of years. Did you leave the customs ahead of time?" 

 

Countless voices resound! 

 

It can be seen how important the old people are in the hearts of the powerful people of the blood spirit 

clan! 

 

The old man didn't care about everything around him. His face was extremely black and even full of 

anger! 

 

All of a sudden his blood was very strong! 

 

"Who is it! Who dares to kill the blood spirit people I arranged at the lower level 

 

"Who the hell is it?" 

 

"Who is qualified to let six people fall at the same time?" 

 

"Why does my eyebrow feel tingling! Is the blood spirit clan going to make a big deal 

 

The old man's angry eyes became more and more uneasy. 

 

He suddenly thought of something, fingers pinch Jue, condense a picture. 

 

In the picture, there are ancient stone pillars! 

 

Each stone pillar is wrapped with this blood covered chain. 

 



And under the chain is a bit into a deep sleep power! 

 

A hundred seats!It is the great power trapped in the samsara cemetery! 

 

Luo Yuntian, Chen Qingcang, slaying Daojun, Cang Haiping, Chen Tianli, Duan leiren, the Lord of 

immortality, Lin Qingxuan, Mo Ning'er and blood seven nights are among them! 

 

The old man saw that these trapped people did not have any fluctuation, and slowly exhaled a breath: 

"it's OK." 

 

It's a big deal for him to disappear any of these people! 

 

It may even make the blood spirit clan disappear forever! 

 

All of a sudden, the old man's eyes coagulate, and the cold eyes shoot down! The old man's voice rang 

out: "there is no real situation in Kunlun, six people died strangely. I want to know, how long is it to be 

100 years away?" 

 

One of the middle-aged men came out of the crowd, knelt down under the old man and said 

respectfully, "master, there is still a year to go! It's just that the earth where Kunlun Xu is located is a 

low-level plane. Over the years, those mole ants have been almost drained of cultivation resources by 

us. Whether there are thousands of people really stepping into the emperor's realm is uncertain. How 

can something happen? " 

 

"What's more, except for some Kunlun Xu families and forces that have connections with us, there 

should be no Xueling people there." 

 

When the old man heard this, he snorted coldly and waved his arm. The middle-aged man turned into a 

blood mist on the spot! 

 

"I don't like to be questioned. In that case, you are not qualified to stay!" 

 



People see Master angry, face Qi Qi pale! The atmosphere dare not breathe. 

 

The old man looked down at the crowd from a commanding position, and made a firm decision with his 

hands behind him! 

 

"Although there is still a year to go, this time I always feel something wrong with Kunlun, as if there is a 

huge variable, Wei Changlao! I can't wait for a year. You can't wait for a few strong blood spirit people to 

go to the garbage place Kunlun Xu to check it first! Investigate the cause of death of Xueling people! No 

matter what, we must bring back the head of the person who started it! " 

 

The cold voice rang through. 

 

"Yes 

 

An old man in this robe came out and nodded. Without any nonsense, he directly ordered several strong 

men and disappeared completely! After the elder Wei disappeared, the old man looked at the sky and 

his fingers moved: "the stars are actually spinning. Is it possible that the legendary master of 

reincarnation is coming out? I don't know if this matter has any connection with Kunlun? I wish I had 

thought about it... " 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen doesn't know about Xueling clan. 

 

These days, the only thing he did was to study Dan. 

 

After stepping into the realm of Daoyuan, his control of Dan Dao is even more terrifying! 

 

In addition, some of the things obtained from the holy grass hall make ye Chen Dan Dao extremely 

powerful! 

Chapter 1070 

 



 

 

Three days later, Kunlun Xu, Dan Dao meeting was held normally. 

 

Located in the center of danxu Town, the five great danzuns and five families gathered together to build 

a grand arena, which is 1000 meters long and 100 meters wide. It is filled with simple Dan Ding, lingering 

with purple air. It is like the one handed down from ancient times. It is half a foot high, one meter long 

and one meter wide, similar to the tripod tripod. 

 

There are as many as thirty tripods like this! 

 

In front of us, there is a bronze Dan Ding with a height of one foot, a width of one foot and a length of 

length. It emits Taoist spiritual power. It is simple and full of Dao Yun, mysterious and noble. It is the five 

great Dan zuns that refine and use medicinal pills. The spiritual power overflowing alone is enough to 

suppress the other thirty! 

 

On the left and right sides of the challenge arena, there are five Dan zuns and five family heads. 

 

Lingyidan Zun stood up, looking down on the thousands of spectators around the challenge arena. He 

waved his hand and made a series of sound waves, such as wearing gold and gravel, and rushing out like 

waves. He forced all living beings of wanqianguan back dozens of steps! 

 

He nodded with satisfaction and said, "this distance is almost the same." 

 

"Today is a Dandao conference, not a martial arts competition arena. What do you do so close to? Do 

you want to cheat the contestants?" 

 

The flat voice, however, has the infinite power, spreads to each person's ear. 

 

In an instant, thousands of people bowed their heads and did not dare to look at lingyidanzun. They 

retreated several steps in silence and left a space. 

 



The masses are looking forward to the Dandao meeting, because the alchemists at the meeting will sell 

the pills on the spot after the five danzuns have identified the quality of the pills. Although they are 

young alchemists, they all want to refine pills to improve their skills, which naturally excites the masses. 

 

"Because the statue of Dan God was broken last time, I will be the chief judge of the meeting." 

 

"Now, the Dandao conference officially begins!" 

 

Seeing ye Chen standing in the crowd, Lingyi Dan Zun outlined a smile on his lips, and then said: "this 

time, I will refine an ancient hundred elixir, and choose one of the people on the scene to give it to you!" 

 

"What!" Luo Wuyuan looked at lingyidan Zun in surprise and calculated: "originally it was five ancient 

hundred miraculous pills, but now it is six." 

 

Take one of the five layers of Xuwang state to be a strong one in Daoyuan realm! , 

 

six ancient elixirs! 

 

It's enough to create the six Daoyuan realm! 

 

Even if you don't count the two given to the chief alchemist, the other four are enough to cast four 

masters of Daoyuan realm! 

 

Tao Yuanjing! 

 

It's not a great master in the blood spirit secret realm, but in danxu Town, the emperor's respect for the 

strong realm is basically the world of the strong Daoyuan realm. After hundreds of years of 

precipitation, the huge Luo family and Cui family have only 30 or 40 Daoyuan realm masters! 

 

"This Dandao Conference!" 

 



"Thirty young alchemists need to refine one of the ancient hundred miraculous elixirs, Wulingdan, 

Huodan, Shuidan, tianhuangdan and so on!" 

 

"There is a time limit of three hours for the production of pills. At that time, the rank will be 

distinguished by the quantity and quality of pills produced!" 

 

Lingyi danzun pauses a little, raises his hands, and suddenly turns into a vast ocean, sweeping up the sky, 

smashing the clouds, and landing on the top of a hundred stories of a building, hitting a man in black in 

the five layers of Daoyuan kingdom! 

 

Purple light towering, hit on the high-rise buildings, so that around many tall buildings are shaking up! 

 

Crack!! 

 

The man in black burst open and fell into pieces. 

 

Lingyi danzun took up his skill and stood with his hands on his back. His eyes were like the ice of the 

twelfth lunar month, and his whole body was filled with cold breath. He said: "in the Dan Road 

Conference, all visitors should show their identity. If they don't follow, they will be regarded as those 

who secretly want to steal the achievements of alchemists. They will all be killed!" 

 

When alchemists make alchemy. 

 

There will always be some poor people, relying on their cultivation to forcibly seize pills. 

 

For those who have taken pills, Lingyi danzun has always been a direct extermination. 

 

Lingyi danzun said again: "what we need to tell you is that Huodan, Shuidan and Tianhuang pill are all 

seven grade elixirs. No matter how good the quality is, no matter how much more pills are produced, 

they can not be ranked in the top five!" 

 

"Wulingdan is a kind of eight grade elixir, and its efficacy is half of that of the ancient hundred miracles!" 



 

"The ancient hundred miraculous elixirs were nine grade miracles. If only one person refined them, they 

would be regarded as the chief alchemist. Even if someone refined the twelve miraculous elixirs of the 

best quality, they could only be reduced to the second place!" 

 

No matter how many eight grade elixir, are not as good as nine grade elixir. 

 

Therefore, refining ancient bailing pills is the key! 

 

But after all, it is a pill that can make the five layers of heaven in Xuwang state and directly enter the 

realm of Daoyuan. How easy it is to refine it! 

 

"Now, let's invite 30 young alchemists to the arena!" 

 

Lingyi danzun finished and waved out a colorful cloud. The soft clouds turned into a cloud ladder, 

connecting the ground and the 100 meter high arena! 

 

Most of the 30 young alchemists, including Ye Chen, Cui Yue, Ruohan and Luofang, were in their teens 

and 30s. 

 

Cui yuedao didn't expect Ye Chen to come. Her eyes burst out with flames!Cui's family and ye Chen have 

long been enemies! 

 

No matter how, this time must let Ye Chen pay the price! 

 

However, Cui Yue soon felt the spirit once revered gaze, hastily restrained the killing intention, thinking 

of the ladder of clouds. 

 

All of them stepped on the ladder of clouds, step by step. The 100 meter staircase was divided into 33 

steps! 

 

Whoa!! 



 

Ye Chen goes up step by step, and he feels the blood and Qi in his body are being baptized by the ladder 

of clouds. 

 

Wisps of clouds floated out and lingered around the leaves, activating the blood vessels of the skin. The 

Dan fire of alchemy in the body was picked up by the clouds, and the meridians and bones were also 

impacted. 

 

"You want to beat me at this point?" 

 

"Scatter!" 

 

Ye Chen mobilizes his strength and instantly suppresses the internal Dan fire. He also hits with one fist, 

which shakes the surrounding clouds. He strides up, and soon reaches the twentieth level. Then he goes 

up, the power of the cloud is stronger and stronger, but it is still difficult to block Ye Chen. 

 

"Damn it, how does Ye Chen's body do?" 

 

"Under the pressure of the clouds, they still go so fast!" 

 

Cui Yue gnashing teeth, sweating all over, body Dan fire is burning, impact on the body everywhere. 

 

He stayed at the 17th step, and felt that every step he took, the pain all over his body doubled. When he 

looked up at the higher Ye Chen, "damn bastard, how fast..." 

 

"Ye Chen is too fast." 

 

"It's almost on the challenge arena!" 

 

Luo Fang breathed out his breath and looked up at Ye Chen at the top in surprise. "Every step up, the 

meridians on your body will be doubled. It not only tests the body, but also tests the internal Dan fire. 

The pain is like ten thousand ants gnawing. Ye Chen will go up so fast! " 



 

Ye Chen last time, not only reached the virtual level alchemist! 

 

Why did you walk so fast on the ladder this time? 

 

Has his body been transformed? 


